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6,941 Total cases confirmed
      97 Deaths confirmed

Latest updates: 
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• Prime Minister Scott Morrison says the aim is to have 
   the Australian economy fully opened by July.
• New South Wales and WA announced an easing of 
   restrictions, NSW to come into effect on Friday and WA 
   on Monday week. All other states and territories have 
   announced some easing of restrictions.
• In some reassuring news, intensive care doctors say    
   Australia can safely cope with a surge in coronavirus 
   patients needing hospital treatment.

Economic Insights

It took only minutes for Shanghai Disneyland to run out of 
tickets to Monday’s reopening as people jumped at a chance 
to visit the amusement park for the first time since the 
COVID-19 outbreak forced it to close in late January. 

Shanghai Disneyland reopens today

Malaysia

Visitors to the theme park will be required to wear face masks at all times unless they are eating. 
It will require physical distancing and sharply reduce capacity; some crowd-oriented features, 
such as children’s play areas and theater shows, will remain shut down. There will be no selfies 
with famous Disney characters, the company said. Hand sanitizer is being widely deployed, and 
cleaning measures have been stepped up. 
Before they can enter the park, visitors will also need to prove they don’t pose a coronavirus risk. 
They will undergo a temperature screening and a check of their personal QR code — reflecting 
their “green” or “red” status on a phone-based app.

Disney suffered a $1.4bn (£1.1bn) hit to profits in the first three months of the year, as it closed 
its parks, cancelled movie releases and reduced advertising sales. Every part of its business was 
affected by coronavirus, nearly wiping out profits for the quarter. 

Malaysia will allow the 
majority of businesses to 
open. 
Prime Minister Muhyiddin 
Yassin says, partially easing 
restrictions imposed to 
contain the spread of the 
new coronavirus. 

Schools and universities, 
religious activities, cinemas 
and night clubs will not 
reopen. Malaysia had for 
weeks recorded the highest 
number of infections in 
South-East Asia. https://www.covid19.qld.gov.au/

government-actions/roadmap-to-eas-
ing-queenslands-restrictions

The Queensland Government is planning 
ahead with a roadmap to easing restrictions, 
as well as supporting business, industry and 
Queensland jobs.

covid19.qld.gov.au

https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/05/08/852661423/
shanghai-disneyland-sells-out-of-tickets-for-post-shutdown-reopening

Worldwide Cases (11.05.2020, 0300 am)

Total cases confirmed
Total recovered 
Deaths confirmed

4,096,112
1,401,974

280,507

Stage 1: 
15 MAY 2020 (4 weeks)

Stage 2: 
12 JUNE 2020 (4 weeks)

Stage 3: 
10 JULY 2020 (4 weeks)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mi7wCcGRXC0&fea-
ture=youtu.be

The true figure is expected to be far higher due to the 
lack of widespread testing in many countries.
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